LI’L HITLER’S HIPSTER HENCHMEN FROM HARRAH
Well over a dozen members of my maternal family, the Claxtons, attended or graduated from my alma mater, Harrah
Public Schools in Harrah, Oklahoma. Norma Floyd (nee Claxton) attended this school until she dropped out after
becoming pregnant at the age of 15. As a result, there are dozens and dozens of families in Harrah who have decadeslong histories of romantic, platonic and business relationships with Norma Floyd and other members of her family.
I attended Harrah Public Schools my whole life. I knew some of my friends in high school had family members who were
associated with various members of my family; in a town as small as Harrah (pop. 5,095), there are bound to be lots of
multi-generational family connections. When I began researching my family’s connections to organized crime, I also
stumbled across a number of suspect sketches and crimes that seem connected to people I went to school with,
including several former friends of mine from high school.
BRADLEY JENNINGS AND PETER SEAY
On June 12, 2013, two men robbed a Dollar General store in Dumas, Texas. The details of the crime can be found at the
web address below.
http://www.newschannel10.com/story/22723914/dumas-police-release-sketches-of-two-wanted-suspects
The below image depicts the first of two suspects in this robbery.

I immediately recognized the suspect in the image above as Bradley “Brad” Jennings, who graduated in the same class
and socialized with some of the same people as myself.
Brad Jennings has worn a folded bandana across his forehead like the suspect in the sketch above almost every time that
I have seen him since high school. Brad Jennings used to wear a white bandana with paisley designs similar to the one in
the sketch whenever he played on Harrah High School’s tennis team. I am no longer in possession of my high school
yearbooks, but I recall that there was at least one picture of Brad Jennings wearing this bandana while playing in a tennis
match, most likely during the 1995-96 or 1996-97 school years.
After further researching the crime, I recognized the suspect on the right as Peter Anthony Seay, II. Peter Seay and Brad
Jennings played in a band together on and off for several years, and they have travelled together out of the state of
Oklahoma on several occasions. It took me longer to recognize Peter Seay’s likeness, in part, because I still considered
him a close friend up until the very moment I realized he was the suspect depicted in this image.

Peter Seay has talked about his family being “in the mafia.” However, he always said it in a way that implied he did not
know exactly how his family was involved in the mafia. Because several of the young men I went to high school with in
Harrah made similar claims, I assumed this was just a common adolescent lie/macho boast with no basis in reality.
A composite sketch of the second suspect in this robbery follows on the left. An image of Peter Seay follows on the
right.

Peter Seay has a large, dark grey baseball cap with a black logo; since the hat is dark grey and the logo is black, it is
difficult to tell what the logo is or says. This is similar to the “dark cap with indiscriminate design” that is depicted on the
suspect in the image on the right. When I saw Peter Seay wearing this hat, he had tucked his long hair up into the cap,
making it appear that he had short hair, as does the suspect depicted in the sketch above.
No further descriptions of the suspect were given in the news article that described this robbery, but I was confident
enough in my recognition of these suspects that I called the Dumas Police department to give them the information that
I believed was relevant. I described the approximate height, build, and complexions of each suspect, and the officer I
spoke to indicated that I was right about each of these details.
I gave the officer all of the information that I believed to be relevant, and she seemed to be taking notes. After
apparently investigating the information I gave to this officer, she and I spoke again. When I mentioned that Brad
Jennings and Peter Seay were from Harrah, Oklahoma, the officer began to rifle through her notes looking for the name
of someone who was apparently a witness of some kind to this robbery. The officer then asked me if Brad Jennings
knew a woman named Kristen Nowakowski. I informed her that Kristen Nowakowski was named Kristen Jennings
before her marriage, and that she was Brad Jennings’ younger sister. The officer then indicated that Kristen
Nowakowski had denied knowing Brad Jennings.
Obviously, the mere fact that Kristen Nowakowski (nee Jennings) was somehow a witness or was otherwise questioned
in relation to this robbery is incredibly suspicious, since her brother and his close friend greatly resemble the suspects.
But Kristen Nowakowski denying that she even knew her brother is beyond suspicious; it’s an irrefutable indication of
guilt.

JOSEPH RUEBEN “JOEY” LYNCH
A 13-year-old girl escaped from three separate abduction attempts as she walked home from school in Porter, Texas, in
August of 2012, Novermber of 2013, and May of 2014. The details of the crimes can be found at the below web
addresses.

http://www.click2houston.com/news/pot-belly-suspect-wanted-for-chasing-attacking-girl-in-woods-in-montgomeryco/22993644
http://www.click2houston.com/news/deputies-attempted-kidnapping-of-girl-in-montgomery-county/25942002
http://www.khou.com/news/crime/13-year-old-girl-claims-she-was-chased-into-woods-by-man-in-Porter-258981191.html
On the left below is the composite sketch of the suspect being sought in the August 2012 and November 2013
attempted abduction. To the right of the suspect sketch are two photographs of Joseph Rueben “Joey” Lynch.

I don’t think I need to point out the obvious resemblance between the suspect sketch and Joey Lynch. The suspect
sketch is so detailed, it actually looks like it was drawn from a photograph of Joey Lynch.
The suspect was described as “a large white man with a “pot belly” who is about 6 feet tall, 300 pounds and has a dark
buzzed haircut, an un-kept beard, pock marked cheeks and yellow, crooked teeth.”
Joey Lynch matches every aspect of this suspect description. The suspect was said to have horrible breath, and Joey
lynch has been known for his lack of dental hygiene since middle school. In high school, we sometimes called him
“Bleeding Gums Joey,” after the Simpsons character “Bleeding Gums Murphy.” I’ve also seen Joey Lynch wear the dark
charcoal-grey, hooded sweatshirt that the suspect is depicted wearing.
Joey Lynch supposedly does “promotion” for local bands under the name “TugBoat Productions.” This girl obviously has
been targeted specifically, since she has escaped from three separate abduction attempts. One of the residential streets
near where this crime occurred is called “Tug Lane.” Joey Lynch may have targeted this girl for abduction because of
some symbolic similarity to his business enterprise, “TugBoat Productions.”
The primary band Joey Lynch “promotes” is Peter Seay’s band, “Junebug Spade.” Peter Seay and Joey Lynch socialize
extensively and sometimes travel together. Peter Seay even has a great aunt named Alice Seay who lives in Porter, TX,
where these attempted abductions took place.
Finally, this suspect was never seen driving a car; he was only seen on foot. Joey Lynch would have to be on foot,
because he is famously unable to drive a car.
The third abduction attempt on the 12-year-old girl occurred in May of 2014. This abduction attempt involved a man
driving a car and other dissimilarities to the two previous abduction attempts, and it was initially suggested that there
was likely a different suspect for this latest crime. I have not been able to find any description or composite sketch of
the suspect from this May 2014 attempted abduction.

Joey Lynch once wore a gaudy fur coat to a party at Peter Seay’s house, and some of the people there greeted him as
“Joey, the pimp.” At the time, I took these comments to be tongue-in-cheek references to Joey Lynch’s gaudy fur coat.
Joey Lynch did have a moderate fascination with “pimp culture” when I was friends with him; however, he acted as if it
was merely a “kitsch-y” interest. But in college, Joey Lynch did have oddly close, reputedly platonic relationships with
about a dozen underage girls whom he had never even gone to school with. These girls would drive 40 miles or more to
take Joey to dinner, or grocery shopping, or to just pop by his apartment for fifteen minutes. Joey Lynch could have
easily been “pimping” these girls and other women, and he could be using his “production company” as a cover for this
illicit business.
I contacted the Montgomery County Sherriff’s office and spoke to a detective about the suspect sketch that I recognized
as Joey Lynch. The detective seemed somewhat nervous at certain points in our conversation, and he cut me off at least
four times so that I could not give him important details. He then told me that “they already had a guy [believed to be
responsible for the crime], and he lived around [Porter, TX], so…”
The detective then refused to even investigate the information I had given him, because it might lead away from the
suspect the Sherriff’s office had already decided committed the crime. I asked for the defendant’s name or case
number, and the detective refused to give either to me. The detective eventually began yelling at me, and he hung up
on me more than once. Since the detective refused to cooperate and give me the defendant’s identifying information, I
have no way of contacting his defense attorneys. But I believe the actions of this detective demonstrate at least a
failure of the Montgomery County Sherriff’s office to follow “best practice” investigative procedures, if not outright
misconduct.

ASHLEY NICOLE ARCHER
http://www.austintexas.gov/news/updated-information-detectives-seek-assistance-locating-aggravated-assault-suspect
From the above website:
“On Thursday, April 4, 2013, at 9:15 p.m. officers responded to an Aggravated Assault in the parking lot of Jack
Allen’s Kitchen. A Red Chevrolet Dually truck pulling a flatbed trailer was attempting to pull into the parking lot
of the restaurant. A white SUV was pulling in behind the truck. The driver of the truck asked the driver of the
SUV to back up so he could make a wider turn to get into the parking lot.
[…] The male passenger in the backseat of the SUV then got out of the vehicle and severely beat the driver of
the truck. The SUV then fled the scene. An older white female was a passenger in the front seat of the SUV and
a blonde white female was in the backseat of the SUV.
[…] The victim was transported to University Medical Center at Brackenridge Hospital with Life threatening
injuries.”
On the left below is the composite sketch of the female passenger in the backseat of the SUV. To the right of the
composite sketch are two photographs of Ashley Nicole Archer-Tejeda.

Just as with the suspect sketch and picture of Joey Lynch, I do not think it is necessary to point out the obvious
similarities of the above images. It is as if the composite sketch were drawn from a photograph of Ashley Archer-Tejeda.
The artist even managed to depict Ashley Archer-Tejeda’s habit of craning her neck out and tilting her face upwards,
which Ashley Archer has done in every photograph that I can ever recall seeing of her.
This passenger was described as a white female with blonde hair standing around 5’ tall. This description matches the
physical description of Ashley Archer-Tejeda.
The suspect in this attack was described as a white male standing about 5’10” tall, weighing around 240 pounds, with a
bald or shaved head. I have not met Ashley Archer-Tejeda’s husband, but I have seen pictures of him on Facebook.
From what I recall, he strongly resembles the description and composite sketch of the suspect in this attack. A sketch of
the suspect follows below in the middle of the image, with a sketch of the remaining two passengers to the left and right
of the suspect.

Before marrying, Ashley Archer-Tejeda dated Brad Jennings on-and-off for several years, so I assume she has a “thing”
for men associated with organized crime.

KELLY NICOLE BOUNDS
A woman dubbed the “bus driver hunter” shot and killed two men driving buses in Juarez, Mexico, on two consecutive
days in August, 2013. The details of the killings can be found at the below web addresses.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/mexican-police-hunt-suspected-female-bus-vigilante-1.1410192
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/04/ciudad-juarez-bus-killing_n_3870185.html
From The Huffington Post article above:
“Authorities say a woman wearing a blond wig, or dyed hair, boarded one of the school bus-style vehicles that
serve as transport in Ciudad Juarez last Wednesday morning. She approached the driver, took out a pistol, shot
him in the head and got off. The next day, apparently the same woman did exactly the same thing to another
driver on the same route.
Over the weekend, media outlets began receiving emails from the address "Diana the hunter of bus drivers."
"I myself and other women have suffered in silence but we can't stay quiet anymore," the email said. "We were
victims of sexual violence by the drivers on the night shift on the routes to the maquilas," a reference to the
border assembly plants that employ many residents in Ciudad Juarez, across the border from El Paso, Texas. "I
am the instrument of vengeance for several women."
The newspaper Diario de Juarez reported that a witness quoted the killer as telling the second victim, "You guys
think you're real bad, don't you?" before shooting him.”
A composite sketch of the suspect follows on the left. To the right of the sketch are two photographs of Kelly Nicole
Bounds.

Once again, the similarities of the composite sketch of the suspect and the photographs are obvious. But there are also
a number of other indications that Kelly Bounds is the so-called “bus driver hunter.”
The shootings occurred in Juarez, Mexico, which lies just over the border from Texas. Kelly Bounds lived in Texas for
several years, and she and her family have visited and vacationed in Mexico often.
Kelly Bounds and I were best friends throughout high school, although we fell out of touch after the first few years of
college. Kelly Bounds’ mother, Susan Bounds, had some sort of tentative friendship with the woman who raised me,
Norma Floyd. Norma Floyd and Susan Bounds occasionally exchanged short messages to each other through Kelly and I,
and they would occasionally meet in crowded public places socially, such as the Arts Festival of Oklahoma.

In hindsight, it is clear to me that Susan Bounds and Norma Floyd had some sort of tentative alliance or working
relationship. I can only assume this relationship centered around organized crime, as their “legitimate” jobs seem very
dissimilar: Susan Bounds worked for the Federal Aviation Administration in their Oklahoma City office, and Norma Floyd
worked at Oklahoma’s Council on Law Enforcement, Education and Training.
Kelly Bounds is moderately intelligent, and she has always had an interest in and knowledge of classical Roman
mythology, from which the “Diana the Huntress” pseudonym is derived. Kelly Bounds is also dramatic, flamboyant, and
confrontational, characteristics which are all reminiscent of the style of writing and the spoken message of “Diana.”
Kelly Bounds has been vocal and open about acts of molestation committed against her by her childhood bus driver, and
also a sexual assault committed by one of her high school boyfriends, who was of Mexican heritage. Kelly Bounds, who
has had documented mental illnesses since at least college, also reportedly moved away from Texas and back to
Oklahoma several years ago after a failed suicide attempt. It is therefore highly logical to suspect that Kelly Bounds
sought revenge for the molestation and sexual assault she had suffered, just as “Diana the hunter of bus drivers”
claimed to be doing.
The epidemic crisis of violence against women in Juarez, Mexico, was a frequent topic of discussion in the classes I took
to earn my Women’s Studies degree from the University of Oklahoma. Kelly Bounds also pursued a Women’s Studies
degree from the University of Oklahoma around the same time. It is therefore highly likely that Kelly Bounds was
exposed academically to the disturbing history of violence against women in Juarez, Mexico, and this may be why she
chose Juarez as the location of her vengeance-killing spree.
The suspect in these killings was described as wearing a blonde wig. Kelly Bounds’ mother owned about seven or eight
ladies’ wigs in various styles. Kelly Bounds would, on occasion, don a soft golden-blonde wig in a “bob” style that fell
about an inch or two above her shoulders. Kelly Bounds would then drive to a public location – usually a store – and
force me to shop with her while she was disguised by the wig.
The composite sketch depicts the woman as wearing a white sun-visor headband, with dark hair pulled to the back of
her head. I can only assume the suspect wore the wig one day, and the sun-visor the next day, because this discrepancy
is not explained. Kelly Bounds also owned a white sun-visor headband that was part of what she described as her
“power outfit.” This power outfit consisted of the sun-visor headband, cargo pants, and brown boots in a faux
workman’s style. Kelly Bounds bragged that the extra-thick soles on these boots made her stand 5’5” inches tall – a
height that matches the description of the suspect.
For any treasure-hunters reading this, here’s a tip: I recall at least one photograph of Kelly Bounds in her “power outfit”
– including the sun-visor – in one of our Harrah High School yearbooks. It would’ve likely been between 1994 and 1997.
Kelly Bounds has many connections to the other individuals I have mentioned in this document: Kelly Bounds dated or
“hooked up” with Brad Jennings, Peter Seay, and a cousin of Peter Seay. At one point, I believe a cousin of Kelly Bounds
married a cousin of Peter Seay. Kelly Bounds lived with both Ashley Archer-Tejeda and Peter Seay and his cousin at
various times. And Kelly Bounds has also been close friends with Joey Lynch since at least the 9th grade.
Based on the way these individuals behave and interact around one another, it is my assumption that Kelly Bounds is
working as some sort of “captain” for an organized crime “crew” that consists of a younger generation of criminals from
organized crime families in Harrah, Oklahoma. When I knew her, Kelly Bounds tended to go everywhere with some sort
of male companion, as if for protection. Kelly Bounds has dated and lived with numerous men who were either
suspiciously thuggish or openly criminal in their lifestyles.
A lot of the media surrounding “Diana the hunter of bus drivers” has depicted the suspect in these killings positively, or
as some sort of tragic heroine. Unfortunately, “Diana” appears to be killing random men who may have never laid an
inappropriate finger on a woman. And it would be a lot easier to believe Kelly Bounds was seeking justice for women if
she wasn’t socializing with and likely working for an organized crime ring whose members routinely abduct, rape and
murder innocent women and girls (and men and boys).

PETER SEAY AND MARLENA VAIR
BURGLARY IN SUGAR LAND TEXAS, JANUARY 2014
The below web address links to the story of a burglary in the 800 block of Bel Mar in Sugar Land, Texas, on January 8,
2014:
http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=9397318
A 76-year-old woman let a man and woman into her house because they claimed to be water maintenance workers.
The female suspect was described as petite and possibly white. The suspect sketch released of the woman is below.

This woman depicted greatly resembles Marlena Vair. She is petite, and she is of mixed Caucasian and Filipino descent.
Below are several photos of her, the first of which shows her in the perfectly round, retro-style sunglasses depicted in
the suspect sketch above.

The charcoal grey, over-sized ski headband that the woman is wearing in the suspect sketch is also recognizable as one
that I have seen Marlena Vair and her boyfriend both wear on multiple occasions. Below are pictures of Marlena Vair’s
boyfriend of about a decade, Peter Anthony Seay, II; Peter Seay is wearing the charcoal grey, over-sized ski headband in
the picture on the left below.

The man involved in this burglary was described as having olive skin, brown hair, and brown eyes. Peter Seay has olive
skin, brown hair, and brown eyes. I contacted the Sugar Land Police Department and spoke to a detective. I described
Peter Seay as approximately 6’1” tall, very thin, with a large nose and a tendency to wear very baggy, bulky clothing; the
detective indicated that this matched the description of the suspect.
I also gave the detective additional details about what I suspected the female suspect was wearing. The article
mentioned that the female suspect wore teal clothing. I told the detective that I had seen Marlena Vair wear an oversized, teal, fleece sweater with teal leggings or ski pants and the grey ski headband depicted in the sketch. The detective
indicated that these additional details also matched the description of the female suspect.
The article does not mention what the male suspect was wearing during the burglary, but I assume someone
impersonating a member of a work crew would be wearing some sort of work uniform. Peter Seay has shown an odd
affection for a pair of half-sleeve, faded blue-grey work coveralls that he owns. Below are several images of Peter Seay
wearing these coveralls, taken from a music video that was made for his band, “Junebug Spade.”

The second picture shows that the red and yellow bars are not a part of the uniform, but were taped on for the music
video.

Peter Seay and Marlena Vair lived together in Northwest Oklahoma City the last I knew, although they may have
recently broken up. However, they have travelled to Houston and the surrounding communities several times in recent
years with Peter Seay’s band, “Junebug Spade.” (Their movements may be easy to track through social media.) I also
know of at least one associate of Peter Seay, Joey Lynch and Kelly Bounds who lives in or near Houston and reportedly
deals heroin.
ATM ROBBERY IN MOORE, OKLAHOMA, FEBRUARY 2014
In February of this year, a woman was robbed at an ATM inside a 7-Eleven convenience store in Moore, Oklahoma. The
details of the crimes are described in videos at the following web addresses.
http://www.koco.com/news/oklahomanews/Moore-robbery-suspect-sought/24459250
http://www.koco.com/news/oklahomanews/okc/Woman-speaks-out-after-strong-arm-robbery/24501066
Police arrested 22-year-old Dustin Martin for the crime; however, I recognize the suspect’s face and clothes in the video,
and I am one-hundred percent certain that the man who actually committed this robbery is Dustin Martin’s older cousin
– Peter Anthony Seay, II.
A photograph of Peter Seay follows on the left; the image in the middle below is a screen capture from the surveillance
video of the robbery, showing the suspect; and two photographs of Dustin Martin are on the right below.

The suspect in the photograph in the middle above clearly has a swarthy/olive complexion and dark brown hair coming
out the top/back of the over-sized, grey ski headband that belongs to Peter Seay’s girlfriend, Marlena Vair. Peter Seay
clearly matches the complexion and the hair color of the suspect, while the images of Dustin Martin on the right show
that he clearly has blonde hair and a much fairer complexion than the suspect in this robbery.
Because of the hierarchical nature of organized crime, sometimes younger, lower-ranking members of a crime ring will
“take the fall” for a higher-ranking member of the crime ring. Other times, a member of the crime ring with an
established criminal record will “take the fall” for a crime in order to protect the “clean” criminal record of another
member of the crime ring. Dustin Martin has a prior conviction for helping to conceal a murder, for which he was given
probation. It is clear that Dustin Martin was persuaded to “take the fall” to protect the “clean record” of his older,
higher-ranking cousin, Peter Seay.

If any doubts are lingering about the identity of Peter Seay in the surveillance video, simply watch the music video for
Peter Seay’s band at the link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgCYpMwJWI4
You’ll probably want to turn the sound off, unless you’re a big fan of crappy music. This music video demonstrates Peter
Seay’s tendency to hunch forward when he walks and stands. Similarly, the suspect in the ATM robbery can be seen
hunching throughout most of the surveillance video; he even hunches forward awkwardly – and appears to almost lose
his footing -- when he is running out the door at top speed! I’ve known Peter Seay basically my whole life. Trust me
when I say, I recognize the hunched back and awkwardly flailing legs of Peter Seay’s distinctive running style.
I’ve also seen Peter Seay wear a hooded black sweatshirt underneath a tan jacket, just as the suspect appears to be
wearing in the surveillance video of this robbery. Peter Seay has always been self-conscious about how thin he is. Peter
Seay’s hunched walk/stance and the baggy, layered clothing he often wears are his attempts to help conceal this
thinness.
I recall reading somewhere that the car used in the getaway from this robbery was a 4-door Ford Escort, driven by a
female. Peter Seay’s girlfriend, Marlena Vair, drove a 4-door Ford Escort the last I knew.

ADDENDUM #1
JASON PATRICK SPEER
In early March of 2013, 72-year-old Barbara Vincent Strain answered a knock at her front door and was shot to death in
her Duncanville, TX, home. The details of the crime are recounted at the web address below.
http://crimeblog.dallasnews.com/2013/03/duncanville-police-release-sketch-of-man-suspected-of-shooting-74-yearold-grandmother-at-her-front-door.html/#more-41167
Below on the left is a suspect sketch of the man who murdered Barbara Strain. Two mug-shots of Jason Patrick Speer
follow on the right of the sketch below.

Jason Speer obviously resembles the suspect in this murder a great deal. Some details of Jason Speer’s criminal history
are available at the web address below.
http://mugshots.com/US-Counties/Oklahoma/Stephens-County-OK/Jason-P-Speer.61311744.html
Jason Speer was a classmate of mine at Harrah Public Schools through the ninth grade. Jason Speer was on the
academic team with Kelly Bounds and myself in middle school, and he and I played football together at that time as well.
Jason Speer and Kelly bounds dated on and off throughout school, and at least a little after high school. Jason Speer
shot and killed his abusive father in a “hunting accident” during the summer between our freshman and sophomore
years of high school.
Jason Speer subsequently dropped out of high school and relocated to Duncan, Oklahoma, where he lived and dealt
drugs for a number of years. Jason Speer returned to Harrah on the night of our high school graduation, and Kelly
Bounds immediately dumped the boy she had been dating to begin dating Jason Speer once again. I am not sure if Kelly
Bounds and Jason Speer dated or remained in contact beyond that summer years ago. But it is a sure bet that Jason
Speer is working for the same organized crime ring that Kelly Bounds seems to be working for.
Perry Floyd’s oldest son, Steven Floyd, lived in Duncan for several years. It is likely that Jason Speer was working for the
Floyd family’s organized crime ring while he lived in Duncan. Many of the murders I have connected to the Floyd
family’s organized crime ring appear to have symbolically similar victim and/or place names. Since Jason Speer lived in
Duncan, Oklahoma for so many years, this may be symbolically significant to the site of Barbara Strain’s murder,
Duncanville, Texas.

